
News sharing Air Jordan XXX is scheduled
for sale in February next year -
KENLU.netOTH x adidas Cons - News Reports Release

with the date of publication of the message Air Jordan XXX sold nearly, also gradually exposed, earlier foreign news the first wave of
commercial bookings for February 10th next year, then in the NBA all star cycle between the sale of second colors, the price is still
unknown; the future official official message we will open as soon as possible for all exploration send out reports, after all the distance
from generation has been more than a year's time, the long wait is not. 
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- STMR useleven (@US_11) December 26, 2015

source: @J23APP

adidas Consortium and Montreal fashion brand Off The Hook (OTH) Tubular Moc Runner cooperation brings new vision. Design
inspiration from Canada in eighteenth Century nineteenth Century to the beginning of the boatman, then in addition to sailing, hiking
through the wilderness and the natives traded, so choose moccasin type has the same folk style of tonality link in the shoes. Solid
shoes through the different cortex stacked a strong sense of elegance, but also make people admire the cross field cooperation after
the intersection of new works. 
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previously introduced the Reebok x STAYREAL PUMP FURY will be sold in 12/14! Reebok's PUMP FURY is one of the classic
shoes in 2014 to celebrate the 20 year old, the special feature of the first wave of working with STAYREAL to launch a limited joint
shoes PUMP FURY "PUMP TO SKY", is expected to adopt whole Asia Limited sale, including Taiwan, Hongkong, Japan, South
Korea and Chinese Reebok and STAYREAL sales market PUMP FURY is not to be missed in joint work. 
host No2Good with "childlike" design inspiration to encourage people to dream by sticking to shine 
symbolize after 20 years of tempered PUMP FURY is still amazing 
the shoes design concept by STAYREAL host No2Good created, starting with children as inspiration, extends to a childhood dream
over the high need to cheer, we look forward to not forget the original intention, but also because of the dream to shine, as a symbol
of PUMP FURY 20 years of tempered, or timeless, is one of the king street shoes both avant-garde and classical sense. 

shoes to fluorescent color shades of red and blue most popular throughout, INSTA PUMP shows in order to gradually inflated
structure layer and stripes, symbolic dreams due to cheer and fly to the blue sky images showed STAYREAL small plane embroidery
and Reebok classic antelope brand recognition, even details show the original design concept. 
launched in Hong Kong and Taiwan Limited Edition T STAYREAL resorted to "popular tide" featuring the main visual tide T mice 
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